
Let the meticulously crafted, exquisite tasting petit cake transport you to an age where 
baking was an art, a time when pastries were made with care and deliberation.  Accompany 
with tea, coffee or champagne and offer yourself a delightful sanctuary from the routine.

No effort has been spared to source the very finest of ingredients - luxury liqueurs, French 
fondant, European marzipan.  What this means is that the flavors are unsurpassed.

Our pastry chefs adhere to time-honored French patisserie techniques. By remaining true to 
their origins, the pastries are presented in their classic form, with a beautiful glazed exterior, 
delicate cake texture, and exquisite, complex flavor that cannot be found elsewhere.
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Bon Vivant New York introduces the new Floral Collection for a stunning 
display of its elegant petit cakes, designed with a cascade of decorative hand 
crafted flowers.  This collection creates a beautiful presentation for any 
special occasion such as an engagement party, bridal shower, wedding event, 
baby shower, birthday, and many more.

Offered in sets of 16 or 25, this collection can be displayed as a single set or 
designed as multiple sets with a variety of display options and stand heights.

Bourbon Vanilla - Madagascan vanilla seeds, kirschwasser, German marzipan
Lavender Bloom - French lavender buds, kirschwasser, German marzipan
Rose Petal - extract from rose, kirschwasser, German marzipan
Lemon Zest - English lemon curd, limoncello, German marzipan

Hand piped gold embossed writing (recommend 3 words or less)
Display platter and ribbon
5 favor boxes to take away remaining cakes

Design consultation
Custom color theme 
Stand rental

Floral  Collection

Flavors

Features

Options
Green & Chartreuse

Ivory & Coral

Ivory & Pink

Grey & Chartreuse
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available as box of 4 or 9


